
The CPA thus covers claims for damages 

associated with injury or illness, such as for 

medical treatment, caused by food proven 

to have been contaminated. It does not, 

however, mention damages for emotional 

shock. A person claiming for harm in the 

form of emotional distress or shock (the 

shock suffered by a person when they 

discover or see something unpleasant 

or disturbing) would need to base the 

claim on illness or injury caused by the 

contaminated food. Food can be considered 

to be contaminated if it contains some 

foreign object or has an ingredient that 

The Consumer Goods and Services Ombud 

(CGSO) has come across cases in which 

consumers claim to have discovered all 

manner of grizzly foreign objects in food 

items and then sought compensation in 

the millions. The question is, can such 

claims succeed?

Under section 61 of the Consumer 

Protection Act (CPA) a consumer is able to 

claim against suppliers and manufacturers 

of goods (including food) for damages or 

injuries suffered by them as a result of 

using or consuming the goods, irrespective 

of whether or not there was any negligence 

on the part of the supplier or manufacturer.

Although it is no longer necessary to 

prove negligence to recover damages, it is 

still necessary for the person making the 

claim to prove that it was the defect in the 

goods sold to them that caused their loss. 

The type of harm for which a person may 

be held liable includes:

■	 The death or illness of, or injury to, any 

person;

■	Damage to property;

■	Any economic loss that results from the 

types of harm listed above. 

(Economic loss means indirect financial 

losses that might result, such as loss of 

income, hospital bills etc.)

makes it repulsive to some persons. The 

contamination or tainting of the foodstuff 

may be in various forms including physical 

(an object) and psychological (e.g. horse 

meat).

In order to make a claim of this sort, a 

consumer would need to prove that:

■	 The shock was caused by something 

that was wrong with the food item (it 

was contaminated); and

■	 The shock actually caused or led to:

– a physical injury (e.g. a heart attack); 

or

– an illness of an ongoing nature, such 

as post-traumatic stress (a condition 

that is difficult to prove). This would 

require convincing medical evidence.

Where the shock does not result in 

psychological/ physical illness, the 

consumer would need to claim through 

the ordinary court process. In order to 

succeed in such a claim, the consumer 

would usually need to prove negligence on 

the part of the supplier or manufacturer 

and that the emotional distress was serious 

(not trivial) and long lasting. 

In the case of Muzik v Canzone Del 

Mare, a person who became ill after eating 

tainted mussels successfully sued the 

restaurant for damages which included his 

hospital and medical expenses. However, 

his claim for compensation for the fact 

that his experience had put him off eating 

seafood for life was rejected.

Even where such claims are successful, 

our courts usually make nominal (small) 

awards and are highly unlikely to make 

million rand awards like those we hear 

about being made in the United States.

This does not mean to say that food 

retailers can drop their guard: the risk of 

reputational damage is extremely high 

in the age of social media. Retailers need 

to guard against both unintentional 

contamination and intentional tampering 

by unknown substances. 

In the United States, the FDA (Food 

and Drug Administration) introduced the 

Food Defense Plan Builder programme to 

assist businesses that deal with food with 

developing personalised food defence plans.

Make sure that your business is prepared 

with a media strategy to deal with any 

unpleasant incident. As Ford recently 

discovered, silence is not golden.

Advocate Neville Melville is the Consumer Goods 
and Services Ombud. Visit www.cgso.org.za for more 
information.
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I am sure I was emotionally scarred by being taught at law school about the case 

involving the decaying remains of a snail found in a ginger beer bottle, presumably 

after the poor purchaser of the ginger beer had drunk most of its contents. 


